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A B S T R A C T

 

This master thesis is written as a part of The Media Technology program at Linköping University in collaboration 

with the streaming music company Spotify. The thesis investigates how a software company in the modern age 

effectively and organically can stay innovative through times. The thesis maps out strategies, models and methods 

currently known, analyses Spotify’s innovative efforts over the past year and suggests a framework tailored to the 

needs of the company. 

The method used can be divided into two parts: research and a suggested framework of solutions. The research part 

consists of four steps: internal overview of Spotify’s efforts, case studies of 19 internal projects, insights and summary 

of areas for improvement and 17 external case studies with other companies. A suggested framework was developed 

based on the findings from the research. The framework consists of four suggested steps: common definitions, 

explicitly stated innovation strategy, an innovation toolbox and structured implementation. 

The framework was developed based on insights from the research and it addresses the biggest challenges identified 

in theory. What is yet to find out is if what seems to be correct in theory can translate into actual implementation. 

Spotify has taken an active interest in the research in every step of the process. It’s a top priority for the company to 

structure innovation and much of the work done in this thesis will help fuel that initiative going forward.

For innovation as a field the research reconfirms what is currently known about the big gap between innovation in 

theory and innovation in practice. Furthermore the research states that this is not necessarily a bad thing, both sides 

can learn from each other and the suggested framework was developed using this mindset. It is tailored to reality with 

building blocks rooted in theory.
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C H A P T E R  O N E - I N T R O D U C T I O N

This master thesis is written as a part of The Media Technology program at Linköping University in collaboration 

with the streaming music company Spotify.

1.1 Spotify

Spotify is a Swedish music streaming company founded in 2008 by Daniel Ek and Martin Lorentzon. The service is 

currently available in 58 countries, have 60 million users and 15 million paying subscribers [1].

Spotify’s mission is to bring you the right music at every moment through its features and platforms. The company 

offers two tiers. The free tier has a shuffle license and is supported by advertising. The paid tier has on-demand access 

to the full music catalogue and offline functionality among other benefits [2]. The core functionality in Spotify is 

being able to play, save and organize artists, albums and tracks. Spotify is available on desktop, web, mobile, tablet 

and TV. Through partnerships the service is also integrated into a range of home entertainment systems. 

1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a framework for structured innovation tailored to Spotify’s needs. The 

framework needs to be robust against industry changes and adaptive to context. The goal of the framework is to 

maximize speed, learning and outcome of innovative efforts at Spotify but also nurture a culture of innovation that 

stimulates employees. 

1.3 Motivation

The motivation behind this thesis can be grounded in three pillars and their fast changing nature: the music industry, 

the software industry and the field innovation. Each area is described in more detail below. 

1.3.1 The Music Industry 

The music industry has gone through radical changes mostly enabled by technological progress. Vinyls became 

cassettes, cassettes became CDs, CDs became digital mp3s and digital mp3s became streaming services. Artists, 

Labels and Creators have had no other choice than to follow the changes enabled by the technological advancement. 

The industry is now in the middle of a cycle where streaming is becoming commoditized and consumers expect to 

have access to all the world’s music for free whenever they want wherever they are. The disruptive phase of 

developing the streaming technology has stalled and a dominant design has been established. This is verified by the 

fact that streaming represented 27% of the total music revenue in the US 2014 [3]. 

The streaming model was introduced at a time when the music industry was seeing a significant decrease in revenue, 

mostly due to the fact that illegal downloads replaced CD sales. Although streaming brought revenue back to the 

industry the freemium model has been challenged due to it’s lack of economical viability. The industry is currently at 

a breaking point where artists and creators approach can be divided into four different paths. Either they support the 

streaming model [4], are actively against it [5], release their work independently online [6] or the most extreme case 

seen recently where artists buy or become partners in streaming companies [7]. Concurrently record labels desperately 

hang on to old business models [8]. Additionally larger technological companies such as Google and Apple are 

entering the field with their own streaming services this year. Is this the calm before the storm that will change the 

music industry once again?

1.3.2 The Software Industry

The development of software tools have decreased the time to build and test digital products significantly. With a click 

of a button companies can send out tests to a small percentage of their users and get real data back within weeks or 

even days. The introduction of cloud storage and big data handling are only two out of many examples of 
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technological advancement that have helped speed up the product development capabilities. Additionally an increased 

attention have been given to the field of Human Computer Interaction and Design in understanding the relationship 

between machines and people as a tool to drive revenue [9]. In combination, these facts have dramatically changed 

the boundaries for how exploration can be done. As technology rapidly makes it way into more industries, a paradigm 

shift is approaching from technology driven to consumer driven product development. Great opportunities lie ahead 

for companies willing and able to embrace the changes [10].

1.3.3 The Field of Innovation

Innovation is a charged word with endless definitions and interpretations [11]. You could potentially read forever 

about the subject trying to understand its complexity and ever changing nature. To many, this uncertainty is what 

makes innovation such a fascinating topic. Companies have struggled with the phenomena through times. In Clayton 

Christensen famous book “An Innovator’s Dilemma” the author tries to understand why large initially successful 

companies end up failing and in worst case goes bankrupt [12]. The dilemma lies in keep doing what the company is 

successful at versus disrupting itself and try new things in order to keep up with the larger forces in their industry. 

With the paradigm shift from technology-driven innovation to a more consumer-driven approach the prerequisites 

change again and boundaries between industries fade [10].

1.3.4 Putting the Three Pillars Together

Spotify is a company in the intersection between the music industry and the software industry famous for being 

innovative. As stated above the music industry is at a breaking point, the speed of product development is at it’s 

maximum and innovation has never been a hotter topic. Summarizing the conditions, the winner will be the one who 

can drive successful innovation in an environment where nothing is certain and change is constant. The motivation 

behind this thesis is to develop a framework for innovation that enable Spotify to be that winner and keep the lead 

until the world ends.

1.4 Problem Statements

1.4.1 Problem Statement One

Can Spotify’s current challenges connected to innovation be solved by a structured 

framework?

It’s been shown that the debate around innovation is largely battled by guts and ultimately resolved on the basis of 

reputation, power, and eloquence (often in that order). A solution suggested to avoid this type of decision making is to 

implement a structured framework [13]. By investigating how Spotify execute innovation today the biggest 

challenges and areas of improvements can be identified. The insights gained will help shape a framework, will that 

framework be able to resolve some or all of the biggest challenges? 

1.4.2 Problem Statement Two

Can interviews with other actors in the industry help shape Spotify’s framework for 

innovation?

Valuable input and inspiration can be gained by observing and interviewing other actors in the field. Will the insights 

be applicable and useful in helping to shape Spotify’s framework?

2



1.4.3 Problem Statement Three

Will the suggested framework be adapted and translated into concrete actions?

Research shows that many companies agree with what academics, management consultants and visionaries preach 

about innovation frameworks but never implement any concrete actions making it happen [13]. Will the framework 

developed for Spotify be adapted and implemented? 

1.5 Limitations

The study include case analysis of funded product innovation efforts at Spotify during the time period April 2014 to 

April 2015. The focus of the investigation has been product innovation with connections to process and organizational 

innovation. Followed by the scope of the research the suggested solutions are tailored to the Technology, Product and 

Design organizations at Spotify. 
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C H A P T E R  T W O - T H E O R Y

 

2.1 Introduction

The human species have gone from living in caves to building space ships to the invention of internet. Being creative 

is in our nature, hence the field of innovation has a long multidimensional history. Definitions, methods and processes 

developed are heavily dependent on the context in which they were defined and created. In this thesis the context is 

product innovation in the software industry with connections to process and organizational innovation for a global 

company of approximately the size of 1500 people. The purpose of this chapter is to provide an understanding of the 

different theories and methods connected to innovation in order to customize a framework for Spotify’s unique needs. 

Firstly terminology commonly used will be addressed (2.2). Thereafter a summary of the industry dynamics will be 

covered (2.3). To understand how companies can navigate the industry landscape a collection of innovation strategies 

will be outlined (2.4). Drilling down one level deeper an overview of a few established models for product innovation 

has been explored (2.5). The final section of this chapter will look into Spotify’s current approach (2.6). The structure 

of the full Chapter is visualized in figure 1. 

      Figure 1. Overview of Chapter Two

2.2 Terminology

In Chapter One it was briefly mentioned that there are a broad set of definitions and interpretations around innovation. 

Additionally it was stated that innovation is highly contextual. A formal definition of innovation as a whole will 

therefore not be defined but instead tackled in various contexts throughout the report. There are however a few terms 

commonly used in connection to innovation. The most frequently used terms are explained below. Important to note is 

that these are not formal definitions but how the terms have been used in the context of this report.

Iterative Innovation

Improving current product offerings.

Disruptive Innovation

Coming up with something new alternatively connect known areas in new ways, disruptive innovation has the 

potential to disrupt markets or create new markets. 

Sustainable Innovation

Innovation with the aim to hold long term, steady technological progress driven by environmental and social 

awareness.

Competence Enhancing Innovation 

Improving existing product offerings by leveraging current knowledge.
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Competence Destroying Innovation

New circumstances where existing knowledges becomes irrelevant.

Architectural Innovation

Changing the way components of a product are linked together or replacing one or many components. 

Components

A product in it’s parts.

System

A Product as a whole (components and architecture).

Long Term

Looking one to three years into the future.

Short Term

Looking one to four quarters into the future.

Dominant Design

A design that brings a period of exploration caused by a technical discontinuity to an end.

Differentiation

Changing a product to adapt it to needs of a segment in such ways that it clearly and communicatively differ from 

competitors offerings.

Hard Differentiation

Developing new products and features or improving the ones that already exists.

Soft Differentiation

Innovating without changing the product offerings. For example brand, marketing or positioning.

2.3 Industry Dynamics 

2.3.1 The Industry Life Cycle

In 1978 the research paper “Patterns of Industrial Innovation” was published [14]. It set out to answer under what 

circumstances newly available technology, rather than the market would be the critical stimulus for change.

 

               Figure 2. The Industry Life Cycle Overview [14]
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The authors wanted to understand the character of innovation and it’s changing role in corporate companies and 

industries. To address this they developed a model dividing successful strategies into three different phases: the fluid 

phase, the transitional phase and the specific phase. The model is called “The Industry Life Cycle” (ILC) and has been 

refined over the years but the fundamental structure has remained unchanged (figure 2).  

Several industries have been studied over time to verify this model. A range of examples can be found in the 

publication “Innovation, Competition and Industry Structure”  [15]. An overview from the report is given in figure 3. 

It shows the number of companies in each industry over time. The bell shaped curves clearly match the different 

phases in ILC

            Figure 3. Summary of number of companies in different industries in the US between 1874 and 1990 

            [15] 2.3.2 The Fluid Phase

2.3.2 The Fluid Phase 

 

The fluid phase (also called the era of ferment) is the period of active and often disorderly development. This phase is 

dominated by uncertainty and rapid change. The new technology is not yet fully developed and the experimentation is 

trial and error based. The actors in this phase are often diversifying firms or new entrants. Companies can enter and 

exit frequently since no formal networks have been established yet. The biggest user group is early adopters 

comfortable with friction and instability. Firms enter this phase either because they’re seeking new opportunities or 

because they’re forced to due to changes in their operating industry.

2.3.3 The Transitional Phase

Following the fluid phase is the transitional phase (also called the “take off”). The shift between the two happens 

when a dominant design is established (figure 4). The dominant design is the design that emerge as the clear winner 

among a number of competing candidates. The appearance of a dominant design shifts the focus from broad 

exploration to product and process improvement. The general conclusions drawn from research is that the 

establishment of a dominant design will be followed by an era of incremental innovation. For an individual company 

key factors such as the absorptive capacity [16], marketing capabilities [17] and organizational knowledge creation 

[18] are crucial to succeed in this phase. In the transitional phase price reduction and performance enhancement 

replaces experimentation and process development begins. 

Larger firms often enter late in the transitional phase, usually by acquisition. For example Apple acquired the music 

streaming service Beats in 2014 [19]. Simultaneously a larger number of firms exit the industry leaving a few industry 

leaders left. This is usually due to economies of scale, a few companies manage to lower their per unit cost due to 

higher volumes. This creates network effects and an increased Net Promoter Score (NPS) hard for smaller firms to 

keep up with [15].
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           Figure 4. Dominant Design is a central concept in the Industry Life Cycle [15]

2.3.4 The Specific Phase

Following the transitional phase is the specific phase (also called the era of incremental change). This phase is 

characterized by a standardized product offering with minor differentiation between dominating firms. Production has 

developed to be highly efficient and costs have been cut wherever possible. Change becomes increasingly difficult 

and expensive therefore development is largely geared towards small incremental changes. Growth often stagnates 

and the competition is centered around the fight for a fixed amount of market shares. It’s rare for firms to enter the 

market in this phase. More common is for companies to merge or make acquisitions to maintain market shares. The 

clearest signs of an industry being in this phase is stability. An industry will remain in the specific phase until a 

technological discontinuity appears and the cycle starts over again with a new fluid phase. 

2.3.5 The Technological Life Cycle

In section 1.3 the tight relationship between technological progress and shifts in the music industry is discussed. 

Industries following technological advancement is common, the industry life cycle is therefore tightly coupled with 

the technological life cycle (TLC). The major difference is that the technological life cycle measure technological 

performance in each phase and the industry life cycle track the number of active firms in each phase. 

2.3.6 TLC/ILC Overview

A high level summary of the Technological and Industry Life cycles are captured in three steps below and a visual 

representation is found in figure 5. 

1. The Fluid Phase - Product innovation is done by one or a few firms. This creates a temporary monopoly situation. 

As a result new firms enter with diverse variations of the original product innovation.

2. The Transitional Phase - The appearance of a dominant design shifts the competitive emphasis from product 

innovation to process and organizational innovation. A shake-out periods starts and a few dominant leaders emerge.

3. The Specific Phase - A few large actors sell standardized products in a stable market with fixed shares and little 

growth. Major technological discontinuity appears which leads back to The Fluid Phase and the beginning of a new 

cycle.
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Figure 5. The technological life cycle visualized

2.3.7 Summary

The model explained in this section has proven to hold in many industries but there are exceptions where no clear 

dominant design have emerged and radical product innovation have continued in infinite loops. There are also cases 

where there has been no systematic early shakeout and industries where there has been constant turbulence [20]. In 

addition to these exceptions challenging theories to the traditional cycle model have emerged lately due to the 

expansion of technology into an increased number of industries. 

The advancement of technology has also started to blur boundaries between industries. For example, mobile phones 

now incorporate the functionality of music streaming services, email clients, bank applications and video apps [21]. In 

some cases the newly created ecosystems allow firms to produce value that no single firm could have produced alone 

[13]. A few of these new theories will be discussed in the sections 2.4 and 2.5. 

2.4 Innovation Strategies

2.4.1 Introduction

Research confirms that if the rate of innovation in the marketplace is high the rate of innovation in the company 

should be high as well. But this relationship between market environment and company strategy seems not to be valid 

when it comes to innovation. The rate, directions and principles of innovation seem to live their own life [10]. How a 

company set strategies ultimately determine their success and the lack of strategy can have dramatic consequences. In 

this section a few innovation strategies will be outlined to gain an overview of the different tracks a company 

potentially can take. The strategies presented are chosen to provide a broad spectrum of different approaches in order 

to have a good understanding when shaping the framework tailored to Spotify’s needs. 

2.4.2 The Ecosystem Strategy

The rapid development of information technology have drastically reduced the cost of coordination, hence innovation 

ecosystems have become a core element in growth strategies for many industries [13]. An ecosystem is created when 

two or more companies have dependencies with each other in an industry or between industries. The key argument for 

investing in this is that ecosystems allow firms to create value that would be hard for a single firm to produce alone. 
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Matching your innovation strategy to an ecosystem can be a smart move but also implies high risk and critical 

dependencies. 

The risks can be characterized into three different levels [13]: 

1. Initiative Risks – regardless of the product or industry there will always be challenges connected to delivering the 

right thing at the right time. A few of the familiar uncertainties of managing a project are the feasibility of the product 

itself, likely benefit to the end customer, competitors offerings and the skills of the team executing the project.

2. Interdependence Risks – when operating in an ecosystem the uncertainties of coordinating with complementary 

innovators is a big possible risk.

3. Integration Risks – the final level of uncertainty lies in the adoption across the value chain. 

The core of this strategy is to map how the ecosystem a company innovates in effects the different levels of risk. An 

overview of the process is visualized in figure 6. Mapping out the system clarifies how risk contribute to delays and 

forces project managers to be explicit about timing, dependencies and deliverables.

Figure 6. Diagram of how to map innovation strategy to a generic Ecosystem [13]

2.4.3 The Customer Driven Strategy

It’s been mentioned previously throughout this report that the older school’s focus on technology-driven innovation 

has been replaced by a more consumer-driven approach [10]. But do companies dare to let the customer set and and 

steer the overall innovation strategy? There are generally two sides to the debate. Either “the customer is always 

right” or “the customer don’t know what he/she wants”. Regardless of what side a company picks the new movement 

around the Lean approach has turned the decades-old formula of writing a business plan, pitching it to investors, 

assembling a team, and launching and selling a product on its head [22]. Terms like “pivot”, “minimum viable 

product” and “getting out of the building” have been adopted by firms all over the world. The “getting out” part is 

easy. It is the execution of the customer development methodology and the testing of hypothesis with users, customers 

and partners that is both critical and often difficult to grasp in the search for “the next big thing” [22]. 

Several methodologies and frameworks for how to perform customer driven development will be covered in section 

2.5. The critical question to tackle on a higher level is how much the customer is able to influence the strategy. It is 

known that listening solely to customers can lead to a devastating end for companies. The reverse is also true. 

Companies who strive to survive for a long time need to have two tracks. One track of the disruptive kind going 

against what the company’s current customers want in order to explore new emerging markets. The other track needs 

to be of the improving kind letting the customer have high influence in the development of current offerings [12]
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2.4.4 The “Jobs to be Done” Strategy

Customers rarely buy what market research says they will. Instead customers buy things that can solve problems that 

arise in their lives [23]. When customers encounter a problem they need to get a job done in order to solve it, usually 

they “hire” products or services to do that job. This means that companies need to understand the jobs that arise in 

customers’ lives for which their products might be hired. Despite this fact focus has traditionally been on developing 

products with better features and functions [23]. Companies can win larger segments by adjusting their strategy to the 

“Jobs to be Done” framework since the Jobs-defined markets are generally much larger than product category–defined 

markets [23]. 

Another interesting perspective supporting this strategy is that the dominant design rarely represent radical change but 

a creative synthesis of available technologies and how they can be connected across markets to solve problems [15]. A 

successful example of this is the company AirBnB [24]. AirBnB connect people who want to rent out their homes 

with people who are looking for temporary accommodation. AirBnB serves a job to be done for both lessors and 

renters while also connecting the house rental industry with the tourism industry. Another example is the company 

Uber [25]. Uber connects people who need transportation with people who drive cars. By doing this they serve a job 

to be done for both drivers and travelers while merging the taxi industry with the wider transportation industry. What 

AirBnB and Uber have done can be summarized in finding and unleashing trapped value in systems by connecting 

them. A good strategy for finding trapped value is to apply the “Jobs to be Done” framework since it’s unique in the 

way it cuts across product categories and industries. The Jobs to be Done methodology will be covered in more detail 

in the section 2.5.5.

2.4.5 The Positioning Strategy

There are three different strategies companies can use to place themselves at the top of customers mind [26]:

1. Differentiation - the product development strategy for what to build to be the best (based on the profile of the 

product) 

2. Segmentation - the business strategy for whom to be the best (based on the profile of the company)

3. Positioning - the communication strategy for how to tell the world you’re the best (based on the profile of the 

customers you want to reach) 

The different strategies in relation to the customer is shown in figure 7. Positioning is seen as the hardest strategy to 

get right since it’s much more difficult to interpret the human mind than technical or economical models. Additionally 

the competitive climate is growing steadily harsher. Supply is much higher than demand in many industries. Factories 

and products are no longer the starting point for innovative strategic thinking, customers are. Companies need to put 

their customers needs, attitudes and expectations first [26].

                             

                              Figure 7. Different strategy levels to position a company and/or product [26]
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Setting strategies for the different levels is not something a company do once. It’s an ongoing process following the 

changes in markets and customer needs. An example is the computer industry where it used to be only two segments: 

software and hardware. Now there are hundreds of new segments emerging yearly or even monthly in this industry 

[10]. 

A radical strategy for positioning is aiming to be the first actor in the chosen product category. If the company is not 

the first: set up a new category where it is the first and hence also the best [26]. A way to do this is to apply the “divide 

and rule” method. A company can break up a homogenous market into segments, chose a segment and rule that 

segment. 

2.4.6 The Two Sided Network Strategy

AirBnB and Uber were mentioned as examples in section 2.4.5. In this section the Strategy these companies have 

taken will be explored in more depth. Companies that successfully tie together two groups of users have redefined the 

global business landscape. When successful platforms catalyze a virtuous cycle more demand from one user group 

spurs more from the other. In the traditional value chain, value moves from left to right: to the left of the company is 

cost; to the right is revenue. In two-sided networks, cost and revenue are both to the left and the right. The platform 

incurs costs in serving both groups and can collect revenue from each [21].

The key challenges with this strategy are summarized below [21]:

• Get Pricing Right - often seen in these type of companies is that one side is subsided. The general approach is to 

subside anchor content, quality content and price sensitive users

• Cope with winner take all competition - is using more than one platform costly to users? If this causes problems 

one alternative is to consider to let several players share the same platform

• Negative same-side network effects - in most markets sellers would be happy to see fewer direct rivals, the same 

can be true for buyers 

• High multi-homing costs - when multi-homing costs are high, users need a good reason to affiliate with multiple 

platforms

• Envelopment - a company's platform may be “enveloped” by an adjacent platform provider that enters the market. 

Platforms frequently have overlapping user bases, leveraging these shared relationships can make it possible for 

one platform provider to swallow the network of another. The real damage comes when the new rival offers the 

company’s platform’s functionality as part of a multi-platform bundle.    

What makes a two sided strategy worth considering despite the challenges? Products and services that bring together 

groups of users in two-sided networks become platforms. Platforms are extremely powerful because they provide 

infrastructure and rules that facilitate the two groups’ interactions. It allows users to make the content and building up 

the value of the platform - the value can take many guises depending on the strictness of the rules set up by the 

company. What’s problematic with strategies for two-sided networks is that managers have typically relied on 

assumptions and paradigms that apply to products without network effects. As a result, they have made many 

decisions that are wholly inappropriate for the economics of their industries [18]. Companies with the ability to look 

beyond these restrictions and leverage the advantages of the sharing economy have created some of the most 

successful modern innovations, for example AirBnB and Uber [27]. They identify the job to be done by applying a 

two sided network strategy cutting across industries and traditional value chains. 

2.4.7 The Competitive Strategy

Companies funded during periods of strong competition are said to be more survival proof [28]. In general the time of 

entry into the market decides the competitive strategy the company adopts. Entering first implies an uncoordinated 

process with the goal of a product performance maximizing strategy. Entering early implies a segmental process with 

the goal of a sales maximizing strategy. Entering late implies a process with the goal of an efficiency maximizing 

strategy [20]. The different entry times can clearly be mapped to the industry life cycle discussed in section 2.3. 
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2.4.8 The Pivot Strategy

A pivot is a special type of change. The type of change a company usually use as a final weapon to protect itself from 

going under. A pivot is a fundamental re-think of a company’s product and business model. Many companies have 

come to face this day in recent years due to the rapid progress of technology. Companies can pivot to zoom in on one 

specific feature of the new product. The contrary strategy is to zoom out and realise that the product is only a small 

feature in the bigger problem the company is trying to solve. Another track is to pivot based on customer segment or 

need. Switching platform or delivery channel are other approaches more geared towards accessibility of products. 

Regardless of reason and strategy of pivot the core belief is that all companies face downfalls and pivots are a way to 

get onto the right trajectory towards continued success [29].

2.4.9 The Learning Strategy

A strategy can be either knowledge enhancing or knowledge destroying. Usually knowledge enhancing activities are 

iterative improvements and knowledge destroying are disruptive explorations [18]. The way an organization learn is 

several layers deeper than dividing it into competence enhancing and competence destroying. The strategy a company 

takes when it comes to creating knowledge can be crucial to its future success. It is often tempting to exploit current 

knowledge more rapidly than to explore new areas. This approach is also likely to be more effective in the short run 

but self destructive in the long run [28]. Since exploration and exploitation compete for scarce resources a company 

need to make implicit & explicit choices between the two. A common strategy in this case is to try and reach an 

equilibrium where existing knowledge is captured and new knowledge created. Sometimes slow learning is desired 

because it leads to greater exploration of possible alternatives, it maintains diversity. This means that in addition to an 

equilibrium a mix of fast and slow learners within an organization is optimal [30]. 

2.4.10 The Ambidextrous Strategy

To diagnose and actively shape organizational culture to both execute today’s strategy and create capabilities to 

innovate for tomorrow competitive demands is the classic case of The Innovator's dilemma [12]. In order to do this 

companies need multiple contradictory structures, they must be ambidextrous in the sense that they can balance 

evolutionary and revolutionary change. 

A strategy to accomplish this is to create a “company within a company” responsible for the firm’s response to 

disruptive events. Imagine incumbents having small autonomous teams focusing only on reacting to disruptive 

change. They would be able to move faster and be more adaptive to changes but still incorporate the company culture 

and strategy in decisions. When a dominant design is reached the ”mini” company integrate itself back into the 

broader production chain with their developed solution [12].

Another strategy to reach ambidextrousness is to rely on strong social controls that are simultaneously tight and 

loose.Tight in the sense that corporate culture broadly advocates for openness, autonomy, initiative and risk taking. 

Loose in the sense that how the culture is expressed varies depending on the type of team, project and innovation [31]. 

The fittest animal of the population survives seems to apply to companies as well. It’s therefore crucial to adopt this 

thinking and periodically reorient, adopt and re-structure to survive.

2.4.11 The Open Strategy

Absorptive capacity is a firm’s ability to recognize the value of new external information, assimilate it and apply it to 

commercial ends [16]. This is critical to innovative capabilities regardless industry. By deploying ideas inside and 

outside the company different pathways to existing or new products can be identified [31]. In the past companies 

generated their own ideas, developed, manufactured and brought them to market. This was for a long time considered 

“the right way” to innovate. It required companies to hire the best people in the industry and aggressively protect their 

intellectual property (IP). A dramatic rise in number of and mobility of employees together with technological 

improvements have modified the boundary between a firm and its environment. It has become more floating, enabling 

innovation to move easily between the two. IP and the protective mindset are no longer parts of the winning strategy, 

open innovation is [31].
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Moving away from the “not invented here” attitude has brought innovation from corporate companies R&D 

departments to a much broader audience. Since this change adds an increased level of complexity experts have tried 

to categorize how open innovation happens. Below are three of the most common approaches [16]:

• Funded Innovation - companies can sponsor startups, universities and individual researchers to innovate without 

having the capital to do so themselves. Funded innovators are generally not interested in commercializing their 

findings, they’re simply passionate about the topic. 

• Generating Innovation - this type of innovation focuses on bringing value to the customer, generators might have 

different intents (commercial, saving the world, new technology) but their common end point is to produce 

something. 

• Commercializing Innovation - this group is experts on turning innovations into products and bring them to the 

market for a wider adoption. 

Further more open innovation can be divided by inbound innovation (how firms source and acquire expertise) and 

outbound innovation (how firms attempt to sell ideas and resources in the marketplace). On top of that companies can 

also choose between a pecuniary or a non-pecuniary approach. By combining these terms four different innovation 

strategies can be derived: revealing, selling, sourcing and acquiring [31]. Based on the nature of the industry together 

with the company’s preconditions, assets and prospects the most suitable solution can be determined by combining 

different strategies for open innovation. Using a framework (may it be this or another) to extract the goals for the 

company in the open innovation space is crucial since it’s a broad and fast moving environment easy to get lost in. 

2.4.12 Summary

This section only cover a part of the spectrum of different approaches that companies can chose from. Additionally 

many of the strategies described either overlap with each other or are connected in some way. Companies are unique 

and combine different strategies based on parameters that constantly change over time. There is therefore not possible 

to state what works for who or generalize to a further extent than has already been done in The Industry Lifecycle. 

The strategies covered were chosen because they all can be applied to Spotify’s situation in different ways.

2.5 Product Innovation Methodologies

2.5.1 Introduction

About 75% of all new products and services that established companies introduce to the market fails to reach viable, 

profitable scale and are withdrawn [20]. Having a robust product development process is one way to avoid ending up 

in the pool of 75 % failed new products. Product innovation is often described as new technology or combination of 

existing technologies introduced commercially to meet a user's need or a market need [20]. In this section a brief 

overview of a few processes how to enable and drive product innovation will be given. The processes were chosen to 

provide an understanding of more traditional models but also new upcoming models. 

  

2.5.2 The Stage Gate Approach

The Stage Gate model is a process to help realize ideas and support the new product development chain. It offers 

support to managers, improves efficiency, provides a visual tool for conceptual thinking and help align teams. Figure 

8 provides a visual overview of the process.

The stages can be described as a set of best practices and recommended activities. Each stage is designed to gather 

information, reduce uncertainty and identify risks early on. Moving from one stage to another is only an incremental 

commitment in the idea. This creates better control, understanding and more frequent feedback loops. Each stage is 

followed by a gate, the gate is where a decision to either go, kill or iterate is taken for the project. The gate reassures 

quality and relevancy throughout the development and keep companies from getting stuck in projects not in line with 

market demands. Three artifacts are used in the state gate process: deliverables are what a project team brings to a 

gate meeting, criteria is what the project is judge against and output is the action decided [32].
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Figure 8. The Stage Gate model visualized [32]

The Stage Gate model has been criticized for it’s similarities to the waterfall model (figure 9).

                   

Figure 9. Comparison between the Waterfall model and the Stage Gate model

The traditional sequential model has been proven to not work well in IT related projects [24]. A common example 

highlighting it pitfalls are visualized in figure 10. The Stage Gate model is designed to be an iterative process and 
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hence is therefore fundamentally different from the sequential waterfall model. 

 

          Figure 10. Visualization of the risk of misinterpretations with the waterfall model

Additionally many companies misunderstand the Stage Gate model and hence it becomes a burden rather than a tool 

for efficiency [32]. The model is meant to be a support framework and not strict rules: skip stages, take detours, 

modify the purpose of the stage or make iterations within the same stage as long as it serves the purpose of facilitating 

the project development in the right direction.

2.5.3 The Innovation Sandbox

By creating a sandbox for innovation the company will not constrain its abilities to innovate to its size, it will still be 

able to work as a startup within the larger organization. A suggested way of doing this is given in The Lean Startup 

[29]:

Precondition: Any team can create a split experiment only affecting the sandboxed part of the product or service. 

Alternatively only affecting a certain customer segment.

Set of rules that needs to be followed:

• The experiment must be lead by the same team from beginning to end

• The experiment can only affect a specified percentage of the company’s total user base

• The experiment has to be evaluated on the basis of one single standard report of five to ten actionable metrics

• Every team and every product built inside the sandbox must use the same metrics to evaluate success

• The experiment needs to be monitored while the project is in progress and immediately aborted if something 

catastrophic happens

Depending on the industry, company and product the sandbox will be defined differently but above principles is 

applicable regardless [29].

2.5.4 Lean Customer Development

A customer centered approach to product development have become increasingly common. Several similar methods 

have been published, taught and praised. The method described below is from the book “Lean Customer 

Development” [33] and follows the general steps often described in this type of development: 
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Identify Your Assumptions - what do the company believe to be true about how their customers think and react. In this 

step it’s critical to remember that nothing about the customer has been proven or disproven yet

Write Problem Hypothesis - A common structure to write a hypothesis is

“I believe [type of people] experience [type of problem] when doing [type of task]”

“I believe [type of people] experience [type of problem] because of [limit/

constraint]”

Invalidate/validate Hypothesis - The more narrow the focus is, the faster the learning. What you want to learn from 

your hypothesis is who, what, how much, when and why.

Map The Target Audience to The Customer Profile - What is the problem and who is experiencing it? A tool to help 

outline this is to make a traits spectrum, an example is given in figure 11.

Figure 11. The Spectrum shows a sample of traits that may positively or negatively influence a customer's willingness 

to solve his/her problem with your company's solution [33]

Important to note when executing customer driven development is to be aware and adjust for the adoption lifecycle. 

New products are traditionally first accepted by early adopters who don’t mind lagging and instability. It’s important 

to find this group and run structured customer interviews to identify the barriers to a broader adoption (figure 12). 

   

   

Figure 12. The innovation adoption cycle [33]
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2.5.5 The Job To Be Done

The general problem with segmentation schemes is that they are static. Customers’ buying behaviors change more 

often than their demographics, psychographics and attitudes [20]. In section 2.4.5 the strategy part of the “Jobs to be 

done” approach is discussed. In this part the hands on execution will be covered in more detail. 

A “job” in this context is the fundamental problem a customer needs to resolve in a given situation. How to identify 

the job is obvious in some cases and hard to articulate for both companies and customers in some cases. Starting with 

the former a job can be identified by simply asking the customer what job they needed to get done for themselves 

when they hired the product. The jobs that customers are trying to get done cannot be deciphered from purchased 

databases in the comfort of marketers’ offices. It requires watching, participating, writing and thinking. It entails 

knowing where to look, what to look for, how to look for it and how to interpret what you find. The objective is 

always to understand the situation, not the customer. A situation case begins with a description of the chronological 

trail of events, experiences and thought processes that led to the purchase decision. 

Once defined, this helps the researchers to understand what other “job candidates” were considered as potential hires. 

This defines the real competition in the customer’s mind. Once understood which job the customer is trying to get 

done it becomes very clear which attributes of the product to focus on to do the job even better and which attributes 

that are irrelevant. 

2.5.6 The Disruptive Approach

The decision making and resource allocation processes are key to the success of established firms but it is also the 

same process that rejects disruptive ideas. It goes against everything a successful company has learned about doing 

business: customers reject proposals, it offers lower profit, underperform current technology and reduce the market 

size.

There are 5 principles that companies running successful disruptive innovation harness [12]:

• Managers align disruptive innovation with the “right” customers, which will increase customer demand and by that 

also the probability of the project getting funding

• Managers place projects to develop disruptive ideas in smaller sub-organizations that get excited despite that the 

potential win is smaller

• Managers plan to fail early and inexpensively in the search for disruptive markets

• Managers utilize some of the resources from the mainstream organization to address disruption, but are careful 

about not leveraging its processes and values. 

• Managers plan so that when it is time to commercialize the disruptive idea it is done in a newly identified market 

not competing with sustainable technologies in mainstream markets 

2.5.7 The Lean Startup 

The Lean Startup movement has become famous for transforming how new products are built and launched. 

Ultimately it comes down to getting your idea in front of customers as fast as possible [29]. The process is visualized 

in figure 13. 

The methodology empathize three different steps:

1. Have a clear baseline metric (actionable, accessible, audible) for success

2. Write hypothesis about what will improve that metric

3. Make experiments to test your hypotheses and see how the metric is affected

The steps in figure 13 are carried out backwards on a higher level starting with what to learn which decides what to 

measure and that ultimately decides what to build. 
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          Figure 13. The Lean Startup Process [34]

2.5.8 Summary

These 6 approaches are only a piece of the spectrum of methodologies available. The methodologies were chosen in 

order to create the domain knowledge relevant to craft the most optimal solution for Spotify.

2.6 Innovation at Spotify 

2.6.1 The Product Development Process

Spotify has a product development process with four stages visualized in figure 14. Innovation happens organically 

across all phases but projects of a more disruptive kind live within the “Think It” phase. Depending on the outcome of 

the Think It project it may or may not move to the “Build It” phase. In this stage the prototype used to test hypothesis 

in the previous stage is transformed into a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) that can be released to a small percentage 

of users. Most common is to roll out several versions to test different assumptions in the “Build It” phase. 

     Figure 14. Spotify’s product development process
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Depending on the performance of the MVP the project either move to the “Ship it” phase, needs further iteration in 

the “Think It” stage or the test gave enough proof that the idea should be killed. If the project moves to the “Ship it” 

phase it means that it will move from an MVP to be permanently integrated. The end of the “Ship It” phase is rolling 

out to 100% of users. Following 100% roll out is the “Tweak It” phase, in this phase data from the 100% roll out is 

analysed to see how the new feature is performing. If necessary, adjustments are made in the “Tweak It” phase.

2.6.2 The Innovation Framework

At Spotify innovation is seen as a creative process that needs to be fairly free and not restricted by the environment. 

The “Up and to the Left” framework was developed to help teams position their innovative idea in the competitive 

landscape and still leave the process free for the team to decide (Figure 14). 

Figure 15. Spotify’s innovation framework

The framework is based on the divide between on-demand and not on demand listening. This framework has not been 

updated and new ways of thinking has emerged. The new approaches are unfortunately not well documented. 

Spotify’s current situation and processes will be explored and analyzed in the coming chapters.  
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C H A P T E R  T H R E E - M E T H O D

The brief from Spotify for this thesis was to analyze how innovation is done today and how it can be improved in the 

future. In order to do this a project plan was formed [Appendix 1]. The first step in the plan was to gain a solid 

domain knowledge about product innovation and surrounding fields. This was achieved by putting together a reading 

list covering a wide range of research, books and articles on the topic [Appendix 2]. A high level summary from the 

literature study is given in Chapter Two. In this Chapter each step of the research will be described in more detail. The 

Chapter is divided into three larger section. “Research” covers the pre study, “The Point” describes how the research 

was consolidated and “Suggested Framework” outlines how next steps were developed. An overview of the full 

method is given in figure 16.

   Figure 16. Overview of flow and steps in the method

3.1 Research

3.1.1 Internal Overview

When companies face a period of extreme growth the internal structures do not always follow. This was the case for 

innovation at Spotify. In order to understand the current situation a mapping of all efforts done in the past year (April 

2014-April 2015) was done. The mapping included funded innovation projects, internal communication around 

innovation and major events that changed the course of these projects. A 15 meter long whiteboard wall was used to 

visualize the work (figure 17). Additionally a digital version was created to provide a more digestible and sharable 

format, parts of the digital version can be found in section 4.1.1.  
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         Figure 17. Overview of innovation efforts at Spotify from April 2014 to April 2015

3.1.2 Internal Case Studies

Gaining a high level understanding eased the process to identify parameters interesting to analyze on a more granular 

level. Additionally the extensive literature study in Chapter Two helped to inform this section. To reassure accuracy 

and structure when studying each project from the mapping a project template was created (figure 18). 

Figure 18. Interview template used in internal case studies

The questions in each area were first answered by only looking at available documentation for each project. This was 

complemented by interviews with employees involved in the projects studied. The interviews were planned to 

represent as many different perspectives as possible and hence people with different roles were interviewed for each 

project. Each area from the template in figure 18 is explained in more detailed below followed by a more granular 

description of the interview process.

 

Team

This area was included to explore what circumstances and parameters enable teams to drive successful innovation 

projects. The full set of questions are listed below.

• What was the duration of the project?

• Had any time frame been set?
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• What was the size of the team?

• Where was the team located (which office and was everyone in the same office or spread out)?

• What roles were represented in the team?

• Did the team members spend 100% of their time on this project?

• How was the diversity in the team (different nationalities, age, gender etc)?

• Did anyone in the team have previous experience of working in innovation projects?

• Did the team have an advisory board?

• If yes, what was the constellation of the board?

 

Process

This area was included to identify the differences between how well functioning and less functioning teams worked. 

The full set of questions are listed below.  

• What was the status of the project at the time of the research?

• What weekly rituals did the team have (stand ups, check-ins, meetings etc)?

• How did the team communicate (within the team, with management and with other affected teams)?

• How did the team plan their work (short and long term)?

• How was work in progress handled (visualization, backlog or scrum board)?

• Did the teams do retrospectives?

Product

This area was included to understand the different ideation and product development methods used, what it takes to 

move a project from the “Think It” stage to the “Build It” stage and what was needed to kill a project. The full set of 

questions are listed below.

• How were expectations set by key stakeholders?

• What was the level of direction given from stakeholders throughout the project?

• How much background research was performed before the ideation phase?

• Wa there a defined problem the team was trying to solve?

• What assumptions did the team have about what could solve the problem?

• Was there a defined target group for the problem the team set out to solve?

• If yes, how was understanding for the target group gained?

• How was different solutions produced, explored and selected/neglected?

• How and when was hypothesis created?

• Was there a defined scope? 

• If yes, how was it decided what to include and what to exclude in the scope?

• Was the competitive advantage defined and explored?

• What was the definition of success?

• How was key metrics chosen and tested?

• What level of detail did the prototypes have: paper & pen ---> fully functional?

• How was user feedback gained and handled?

• How was progress measured?

• Was it defined what to deliver in 3 / 6 / x months?

Challenges

In addition to the three more general themes “Team”, “Product” and “Process” every project is unique. To cover this 

aspect an extra section was added with the following questions. 

• What proved to work well in your team?

• What proved to not work well in your team?

• What were the biggest challenges along the way?

• Did the team use Spotify’s current framework for innovation? 

• What decreased/increased speed for your team?

• What was the biggest differences from how you normally work in other projects?
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Interviews

40 interviews were held with employees working at Spotify. To get a full understanding at least one member from 

each project was interviewed but generally two or even three from each project. The roles of the interviewees were 

Project Owners, Designers, Developers, Prototypers, User Researchers, Product Marketers, Agile Coaches, Consumer 

Insights, Technology Leads, Design Leads and Product Leads. The interviews helped to fill in the gaps that the 

documentation around the projects could not fill. A big focus for the interviews were the questions found in the fourth 

area called “Challenges”. Since every project is unique and the quality and amount of documentation varied between 

the projects the interviews were performed in an unstructured way [35].  The interview was documented by note 

taking, no recording equipment was used. The questions were tailored to the conversation to let the interviewee fully 

express his/her thoughts and experiences. The deeper understanding gained in this step helped to refine the high level 

patterns identified in section 3.1.1.  Additionally the interviews helped to form the insights described in the next 

section (3.1.3).  

3.1.3 Summary and Insights

The previous step (3.1.2) generated a big amount of data. High level compilations of each project was made in order 

to digest and analyze that data. The template for this exercise is displayed in figure 19. 

  

Figure 19. Template for summarizing each internal case study

The summaries enabled extraction of patterns and trends seen across many or all projects. For example if a complaint 

of some sort occurred in at least three interviews from three different projects it was defined as a problem area. To 

structure the findings they were divided into three areas: “Structure and Tools”, “Culture” and “Management”. The 

results for each area is found in section 4.1.3. 

3.1.4 External Case Studies

The first three steps in this Chapter have been focused on understanding and identifying Spotify’s challenges around 

Innovation. External case studies were then carried out as a preparatory step before shifting mindset to crafting 

suggested solutions. From the insights gained in the previous step a few areas for improvement were identified. From 

these insights a new template for external interviews was created (figure 20).
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Figure 20. Interview template used in external case studies

The purpose of the external case studies was to learn from other companies how they run innovation efforts within 

their organizations. In total 17 companies were studied (figure 21). 

    

Figure 21. Logotypes for the external case studies

A semi structured interview method was used in this step [35] [36]. Eight questions were always asked (the structured 

part) and the second part was geared to the specific challenges of the company (the unstructured part). 
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The eight questions were:

1. Background: A quick bio to get us started, who are you? Where are you from? How did you end up at Company 

X?

2. Definition: What does innovation mean to you/Company X?

3. Team: In your experience what is the most optimal setup for an innovation team to be successful? 

4. Process: How do innovation teams work? Is it different from other teams?

5. Organization: How much direction is given and how are ideas defined and prioritized against each other? How 

should the innovation team’s work be integrated into the wider company’s activities/priorities? 

6. Product: When does a project move from exploration into the product? 

7. Sunshine Story: Would you mind telling me an example of a successful innovation project starting as a blue sky 

idea transforming to a successful product?

8. The Bigger Picture: What are the biggest challenges your industry face today? How will things look like in 2-3 

years from now?

In order to capture the outcome in the best way possible the interviews were recorded when permission was given and 

complemented by note taking. The recordings  transcribed and merged with the notes.

3.2 The Point

The research done up to this point provides enough information and insight to form a conclusion of where Spotify is 

in the matureness of their innovation process and innovation culture. The suggested framework in the next section 

(3.3) are built upon this conclusion. 

3.3 Suggested Framework 

3.3.1 Common Definitions

From the literature study it can be concluded that there are many different types of innovation, definitions, strategies 

and methods. Not having the word “innovation” clearly defined makes it incredibly hard to have a productive 

conversation about the topic and nevertheless have an effective process around it. The suggested first step was 

therefore to determine definitions for terminology commonly used in the context of innovation.

A company wide survey was sent out to understand the wide variations of interpretations across the organization. The 

survey only had two questions: “What does innovation mean to you?” and “What does innovation mean at Spotify?”. 

It was kept short to increase likelihood that employees would take the time to respond. To complement the data from 

the survey a workshop was held with 14 key stakeholders tackling similar questions. Statements from global 

communication about innovation was collected over a period of 6 months to further investigate differences. 

3.3.2  Innovation Strategy

Interviews were held with key stakeholders to understand if there was an explicit strategy around the ongoing 

innovation efforts. No template was used for this exercise. 

3.3.3 Innovation Toolbox

Early in the research process it became clear that there were very few resources available for innovation teams to 

support them in their work. Over the span of six months resources have been collected in a collaborative document to 

build up a database of different approaches to tailor different types of projects and needs.

3.3.4 Implementation

The current phase in Spotify’s product development chain for Innovation is called “Think It”. By studying “Think It” 

teams it became clear that the way they work is highly up to the team driving it. A deep dive into available templates 

and material was therefore done to understand where more support was needed, what worked well and what was 

missing. 
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C H A P T E R  F O U R - R E S U L T

 

4.1 Research

4.1.1 Internal Overview 

The digital version is divided into quarters but due to confidentially the result can not be included in the report. 

Instead a high-level summary of the structure is given in figure 22.  

          

         Figure 22. Mapping of innovation projects for the second quarter of 2014 to the first quarter of 2015

The figure shows how projects get funded, cancelled or merged in relation to some of the bigger company alignment 

activities going on during the course of a year. The goal of Product Days is to align on what the product organization 

and partners will work on in the coming months. Hack Week happens twice a year and give room for creativity 

through one free week of time to hack on something outside the day to day work. Giving the whole company two 

weeks of every year generates many new ideas and some of them goes into the backlog and gets built out and tested. 

Strategy Days also happens twice a year and it’s purpose is to look holistically on what Spotify’s strategy should be 

for the coming two years. Based on these events and other external and internal factors projects moves around. What 

is consistent throughout the year is our platform teams working with everything from the infrastructure to deploy code 

to what components we should have in our design language. The platform teams lay the foundation for exploration 

and help inform the more fast phased projects. On top o everything there are teams exploring our product vision for 

the coming 12-18 months. These two different tracks helps inform the more fast phased project in the middle track 

and the other way around, the fast phased middle track helps inform the platform teams and the product vision teams. 

The two way communication is essential for this model to work. 

Interesting patterns regarding decisions and prioritization can be drawn from this mapping and it helped guide the 

approach in the following step (4.1.2).
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4.1.2 Internal Case Studies

The results from this step generated large amounts of data. Every project has at least a ten page long investigation 

following the template outlined in section 3.1.2. Due to the size of the reports the full documentation have been 

excluded from this paper and a high level summary of the results can be found in the next section (4.1.3).

4.1.3 Summary and Insights 

The wall of extracted data from each project based on the template from section 3.1.3 can be found in figure 26. 

Figure 23. Wall of summaries of internal case studies

The areas of improvement coming out of these summaries are described in more detail below. Every area is divided 

into three pillars. The observations are based on the research. Questions were formed from the insights to help shape 

the suggested solutions. 

Area One: Structure and Tools

Within this area three different pillars of improvement were identified. An overview is provided in figure 27 followed 

by more detailed descriptions. 

Figure 24. Summary of pillars of improvement within the area “Structure and Tools”
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The Toolbox

Observations:

• Few teams were aware of frameworks and tools available at Spotify

• Many teams went with the Google Design Sprint [37] but few felt it was the right process for the desired outcome

• Unclear ownership of the exploration process between Designer, Product Owner and Agile Coach

Questions:

• How do we support our innovation teams? 

• What is needed in terms of tools and resources to succeed with an innovation project? 

The Environment

Observations:

• Teams felt micromanaged 

• Teams felt frustrated when promised to explore and then “interrupted” by a change of direction from stakeholders

• Teams felt stressed about frequent review meetings with stakeholders

• Teams felt that they were not trusted to do their job

• Teams felt that they were too big

Questions:

• How much direction should be given?

• How are expectations and reviews managed?

• What roles and how many people make up for an optimal innovation team?

The Brief

Observations:

• Every project had differently formatted briefs with widely different structure and content

• The briefs easily grew to a very long document

• The briefs were often too detailed to give room to explore other opportunities

Questions:

• Is the brief the right format for an innovation project?

• Does varying brief structures make it hard to prioritize projects against each other?

Area Two: Culture

Within this area three different pillars of improvement were identified, an overview is provided in figure 28 followed 

by more detailed descriptions. 

Figure 25. Summary of pillars of improvement within the area “Culture”

Definition

Observations:

• There is a lack of common definitions and shared language for how to talk about innovation

• It’s highly individual what employees think innovation should be/mean

Questions:

• How can a common language be created?

• Will a common language fuel more productive discussion?
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Love at First Sight

Observations:

• Teams tended to iterate on only one prototype

• Teams were not given any room to explore if it is the right problem to solve

• Teams jumped straight to the one solution they felt strongly about

Questions:

• How can culture be shifted to value learning equal to shipping?

• How can the mindset be changed to be less precious about ideas and prototypes?

Roles 

Observations:

• The members in the teams did not have a shared understanding 

• Engineers felt they were not building enough

• Design felt that they were not exploring enough

Questions:

• How can members in a team learn to empathize with other disciplines than their own?

• What is the “right” skill-set for these type of projects?

Area Three: Management

Within this area three different pillars of improvement were identified. An overview is provided in figure 29 followed 

by a more detailed description. 

Figure 26. Summary of pillars of improvement within the area “Management”

Decisions

Observations:

• A small group of people took most of the decisions 

• It was unclear to many outside this group how those decisions were made

• There was no clear set of requirements for projects to move from innovation into the existing product

Questions:

• How are decisions informed? 

• What is required to move from one stage to another in the product development chain?

Prioritization

Observations:

• There were no defined channels influencing the prioritization process

• There was a general lack of structure around the innovation process

Questions:

• How can employees contribute with ideas? 

• What is required from a project to be considered for prioritization?

Transparency

Observations:
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• There was no communication structure around how decisions were taken

• There was redundant work in some innovation project

• There was no global overview of all innovation efforts

Questions:

• How can decisions be communicated more broadly? 

• How can redundant work and duplications be avoided?

The suggested framework in section 4.3 addresses most of the questions surfaced in this step. 

4.1.4 External Case Studies

The outcome of the external case studies were compiled and summarized in a similar way to the internal case studies 

(figure 30).

Figure 27. High level summary of external case studies

The summaries are too detailed to include in this report instead the main takeaways from the interviews are captured 

below. 

1. Background: Interviews were held with a wide range of different people in different roles.

2. Definition: Every company has a unique definition of what innovation means to them. In general it’s divided into 

disruptive and iterative innovation with a focus on hard differentiation.

3. Team: Around 50% of the companies had dedicated teams for innovation projects. The other 50% relied on 

innovation happening organically within the organization. There was general alignment on that the optimal size for an 

innovation team is three to four people representing product, design, technology and marketing. 

4. Process: Few companies had a defined structure for a process around innovation projects. For the companies that 

had a process in place the conclusion to be drawn is that it’s heavily influenced by the company's culture and very 

unique to the specific circumstances, no general summary can be made.
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5. Organization: Few companies had a defined structure for how innovation projects get integrated into the existing 

product offering. For the companies that had strategies in place the common trend is different “tracks” exploring 

different types of innovation (eg more iterative versus more disruptive). 

6. Product: No one had a clear answer to what requirements were needed to move a product from exploration to 

building (or at least they were not willing/able to share it). It is heavily dependent on the nature of the project and 

therefore hard to give a general answer. The common theme is that A/B tests and user research play big roles.

7. Sunshine Story: Many interesting stories were shared but unfortunately they rarely connected back to the answers 

of previous questions.

8. The Bigger Picture: The challenges around innovation mostly looks similar regardless of the product category the 

company operates in. The challenges around innovation looks very different depending on the size of the company. 

General trends brought up were the hunt for trapped value in systems (AirBnB and Uber were the most commonly 

mentioned examples), devices without user interfaces, the end of the app era and internet of things.

4.2 The Point

The conclusion made from the research in section 3.1 can be summarized in this statement:

“Startups are funded by a small group of people having an idea on how to solve a 

problem. After initial success the small group of people hire an organization to 

execute on the idea. The way the company works is that the small group of people 

keep coming up with most of the ideas and the constantly growing organization 

keeps executing. It works to a certain point. The point when the organization 

becomes large enough. To the point when the product becomes complex enough. To 

the point when the industry becomes commoditized enough. To the point when it 

becomes impossible for the small group of people to come up with most of the ideas. 

Spotify is at that point. Spotify needs to get serious about scaling structured 

innovation.“

Followed by this conclusion a suggested framework in four steps was developed (section 4.3).

4.3 Suggested Framework

To cover all aspects of innovation the decision was taken to develop a framework. A framework presents elements and 

relationships that provide a language and structure for the conversation. These conversations can then be productive in 

the sense that they allow people to move past areas of agreement and focus on areas of disagreement, and analyze 

why they hold different beliefs. They either achieve a consensus or make a decision knowing precisely where and 

why they disagree. In the case of disagreement, the debate will highlight critical assumptions about the innovation 

work [13]. Additionally Chapter Two outline the logic behind starting with terminology then setting the strategy 

before executing. The suggested framework in this section can be organized in a similar way, this is visualized in 

figure 31. 
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Figure 28. Overview of suggested framework 

4.3.1 Common Definitions

Survey Results

The full results from the survey are found in appendix 3. Below are a few answers from the question “What 

innovation means to Spotify?” paired together to highlight the differences.

“An addition, subtraction or change that creates something new”
- Spotify Employee

“It doesn't mean creating something new that's more of what I would call inventing/

invention.”
- Another Spotify Employee

______________________________________

“Give space for people to hack, brainstorm and innovate.”
- Spotify Employee

“Building bridges between seemingly unrelated domains to transfer learnings and 

move fast.”
- Another Spotify Employee

______________________________________

“Questioning established truths, constantly trying to improve by doing things 

differently”
- Spotify Employee

“The word innovation is reserved for major breakthroughs, that fundamentally 

changes the way people think”
- Another Spotify Employee
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Workshop Results

Similar questions to the ones asked in the survey were tackled in the workshop with stakeholders. Due to the format it 

was possible to go deeper into the discussion and hence generate more concrete results. The results are visualized in 

figure 32 and 33.

Figure 29. Visual summary of the answers from the question “What is innovation to Spotify?”

Figure 32 shows different levels of concreteness. To many at Spotify innovation is about culture. On top of culture 

structure is built. When structure is established processes are implemented that set the company up to do disruptive 

and/or improving innovation. Figure 33 adressess the answer to why we do innovation at Spotify. Again taking a 

layering approach. Starting with number one being that Spotify do innovation to survive. On top of that we do it to 

build culture. In step 2 i becomes more concrete: we innovate to create value. But you can create value in many 

different ways. Value for Spotify’s users, business, internal operations or x. Value can be created by improving what 

we have or disrupt what we have and come up with new products, features, markets or x. Step four highlights the  

importance of always creating value towards a common mission and vision (internally called the north star at 

Spotify). In step five the outcome of innovation is captured. There should always be a clear ”why” statement in 

everything that is done. Value can be created to have happy employees, for competitive advantage, for growth or for 

x. The power of this model is that it is scalable and adaptable in why we innovate and what the desired outcome is.

Figure 30. Visual summary of the answers from the question “Why is innovation important to Spotify?”
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Interesting observations from the workshop were that for the question “What is innovation to Spotify?” more than 

50% of the answers contained the word “new” and for the question “Why is innovation important to Spotify?” more 

than 50 % of the answers contained the word “competition”. This means that the culture of innovation is geared 

towards creating new things for the sake of competitive advantage, 

4.3.2 Innovation Strategy

In Chapter Two a wide range of different strategies about innovation were explored. Reality is rarely black or white in 

that sense, different strategies are merged and mixed to fit the specific circumstances. In this step it was set out to 

understand Spotify’s approach. From interviews it became clear that the innovation strategy hasn't been explicitly 

shaped yet. This is due to that Spotify is revamping their overall strategy deployment to a new system. Additionally 

it’s a young company where there previously haven’t been a need for explicitly stating strategies around innovation.

4.3.3 Innovation Toolbox

For the past six months different resources have been collected in order to create a database for teams to access. This 

collection will be organized and displayed online in a later stage. The full list of resources in its current format is 

displayed in figure 34.

Figure 31. Collection of methods and processes to support exploration

4.3.4 Implementation

Findings from going through the existing material available in “Think It” projects were merged with the findings of 

the internal case studies and are found in section 4.1.3. This was done because the findings from the two steps were 

similar and often tightly coupled with each other. The timeframe for this thesis is too short to see if the suggested 

framework has an impact on the “Think It” projects. But by the time of writing this report Spotify has decided to 

invest more time and resources to scale implementation of the framework.
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C H A P T E R  F I V E - D I S C U S S I O N

 

5.1 The Innovation Room

This research was performed by one person and involved interpretations of extensive documentation, interview notes 

and conversations. One person’s view can easily become biased by previous experiences, context and other factors. 

An innovation room was set up in order to get more eyes on the case but avoid making people read hundreds of pages 

of research. High level summaries of each step were printed and pinned to the walls together with comments, images, 

diagrams and charts. The room told the story from the starting point of the mapping to the final suggested solution. An 

overview is found in the introduction to Chapter Three (figure 16). 

Many meetings were held in the innovation room with stakeholders and employees interested in the research. 

Showing not telling how the research had been executed allowed the conversation to be more focused and the 

feedback to be more concrete. Additionally it was a great forum for interested employees to point out errors or make 

the stated facts stronger by confirming them. Creating this room also enabled the opportunity to get feedback on the 

method itself and to refine the suggested solutions. In this chapter some of the suggested improvements for future 

replications of the method are outlined. Furthermore it questions the validity of the steps and point out possible faults.

5.2 Method

The method used in this research is outlined in nine straightforward steps. It is the complexity of the field innovation 

that brought challenges to the execution. Below are the biggest challenges for each step described in more detail.

5.2.1 Internal Overview

The purpose of the mapping was to identify current challenges by studying the decision making, the prioritizing 

process and the behavior in setting strategies over a longer period of time. There was uncertainty in how much 

information to include in the mapping. Too much detail would transform the mapping from an overview to an 

extensive summary. On the other hand, the risk of not including enough details is to miss something crucial in 

understanding the bigger picture. Furthermore it was difficult to draw the line between what was labeled as 

“Innovation” from the ongoing work at Spotify, since it’s in the company’s culture to be organically innovative. This 

challenge is addressed as a first step in the suggested framework. Having common definitions for terminology used in 

context of innovation is crucial in creating a scalable structure for it.  

5.2.2 Internal Case Studies

The internal interviews should have been executed in a semistructured way to keep the conversation more focused 

[35] [36]. The motivation behind doing them unstructured was to create a forum for details that never would have 

surfaced otherwise to be expressed. It worked to some extent but when there are 19 projects and 40 interviews it 

becomes difficult to extract patterns and trends when the format is unstructured. Additionally it would have been 

optimal to interview everyone who has been involved in the innovation work at Spotify, to get an accurate 

understanding of the full spectrum of activities. This was not possible due to time constraints but also considering the 

volume of data an increased number of interviews would generate. It would have become impossible to analyse it 

manually in an accurate way.

5.2.3 Summary and Insights

This was the most crucial step in terms of how to interpret data in the “right” way. Rules were made to avoid 

extracting biased data. For example a complain of some sort had to occur in at least three interviews from three 

different project to be seen as a problem area. Despite setting up rules the interpreted data will always be coloured by 

the person interpreting it. This aspect was covered to some extent in the theory chapter: too often time is spent 

learning how to use data to get what is wanted rather than as genuine feedback to guide future actions [10]. To avoid 
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this the innovation room was set up, it’s described in more detail in section 5.1. Another possible solution is to have 

two or more people conducting the research. 

5.2.4 External Case Interviews 

The interview template for this step was created based on insights from the internal research. As mentioned in 

previous section there will always be a risk in that the extracted insights are biased. This will if so, also be reflected in 

this template. The risk was reduced to some extent by keeping the questions simple and general. There were some 

doubts about how many companies to interview and what type of companies in order to give the best input to 

Spotify’s unique constraints and circumstances. The fact that it landed in being 17 companies interviewed was a 

coincidence, the aim was between 15-20 companies. The range was picked because it covers a wide spectrum of 

different technology companies in different industries and of different size but is still achievable within a reasonable 

timeline. Ultimately many more companies would have been studied to get an even deeper understanding. To be more 

explicit about how the case studies of other companies will contribute to the internal solutions is something that can 

be improved in the future. 

It was surprisingly hard to keep the conversations focused during the interviews. This is despite having an interview 

template and providing the interviewee with pens and paper to draw out answers. For future research it should be 

considered to focus down and make the interview to be about only one area of innovation (eg definitions, strategies or 

methods, not all of them).

5.2.5 The Point

The statement made in this section could probably have been made without spending two months on extensive 

background research. Although the research is important because it laid out the foundation to create the suggested 

framework. This step was included to have a comprehensive status of the situation to provide context for the 

suggested framework.

5.2.6 Common Definitions

Only 17 people took the survey but despite the low engagement it filled its purpose of showing how wide the 

interpretation of innovation is at Spotify. The workshop held with stakeholders provided a good complement to 

understand the wide spectrum of definitions currently circulating. To get the full picture interviews should have been 

conducted with the lead team members of Spotify, since they set the tone for their respective sub organizations. In this 

case it was chosen to go with a “good enough” understanding to make the case that this needs to be a part of the 

framework. In Chapter Two a few terms commonly used in the context of innovation are listed. These terms were 

frequently used among employees in the interviews but in different contexts and with different meanings.

5.2.7 Innovation Strategy

A limited amount of time was spent on this step because it quickly became clear that there were no innovation 

strategies explicitly stated. Although pieces of several different strategies listed in section 2.4 can be identified in 

Spotify’s current structure and behavior. For example open innovation happens through all events the company 

organize and partake in. There is most certainly an ecosystem strategy in place through all the partnerships happening. 

In terms of internal activities there is a company wide hack week taking place twice a year and teams organize their 

own exploration days from time to time. What is missing is a global overview tying all these efforts together. A 

suggested improvement for future replications of this method is to map out current efforts to the strategies covered in 

section 2.4 in order to understand the overall approach better. It would also provide a helpful complement to the 

mapping done in section 3.1.

5.2.8 Innovation Toolbox

The method used to collect material to the toolbox was fairly random. It needed to be until it had been identified what 

the teams needed in terms of support. Based on the research that is now done a more focused gathering and 

organization can start. It is how ever recommended to start collecting resources early on to build up a database. Much 

of the collected resources were used to complement the theory chapter with more hands on processes. Most of the 
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resources collected are from other companies and not academically valid. There seems to be a lack of these types of 

methods and processes with an academic foundation. It might be due to the fact mentioned in Chapter One: the rapid 

advancement of technology have enabled new ways of working but there hasn't been time to academical validity 

many of them yet. 

5.2.9 Implementation

There is nothing to be discussed in this step because the implementation of the framework is yet to happen and current 

implementation has been covered in previous sections ( 3.3.4 and 4.3.4).

5.3 Results

The results of the research highlights many challenges that employees could recognize themselves in. Most of the 

insights extracted were known within the company but the research put it in a structure that helped to capture the 

whole picture. The reaction when walking people through the innovation room and telling the story was always 

nodding in agreement with the findings. The powerful outcome of the research is that it lead to Spotify taking action. 

Because when it comes to topics like innovation people tend to think and feel a lot but not being able to back it up 

with the data that what they’re thinking and feeling is actually a reflection of reality. 

The most surprising thing is how structured theory is compared to how complex and messy reality is. There were 

expectations to be able to identify some of the terminology, strategies and methods covered in the theory part in the 

research. This was not possible in most cases, every project was unique and used different ways of working. After 

spending an extensive amount of time understanding the topic better it became clear that the big gap between 

innovation in theory and innovation in reality is not unique to Spotify. This is not necessarily a bad thing though, both 

sides can learn from each other and the suggested framework was developed using this mindset. It is tailored to reality 

with building blocks rooted in theory.

5.4 Additional Comments

The research is largely based on interviews. For the internal interviews the data published is anonymous and for the 

external interviews permission was given from the interviewees. The work has been run through both the legal and 

press departments at Spotify to reassure there is no confidential information revealed. The framework in itself is 

applicable across teams, organizations, companies and industries. The effect of the implementation is yet to be 

evaluated. Many of the suggested solutions are only impacting long term results so any changes in the short term will 

be hard to identify.

Furthermore one can reflect on if constant innovation is positive or negative to an industry as a whole. Can the 

industry become unreliable? With constant exit and entries of firms and frequent change there is no one left long 

enough to take a sustainable approach and responsibility. Open innovation and all it’s benefits are frequently discussed 

but it’s important to be aware of not only the company's risks but the bigger risks. When over producing industries 

face high consuming societies it is crucial to be aware of the impact on our planet this behavior generates.
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C H A P T E R  S I X - C O N C L U S I O N S

6.1 Purpose  

The purpose of this thesis was to develop a framework for structured innovation tailored to Spotify’s needs. The 

purpose was reached in theory. Spotify is over all happy with the result and have decide to invest in implementing 

parts of it. The effects of implementing the framework will mostly be visible on a long term basis so no further 

comments can be made about the effects at the time when the report was written.

6.2 Problem Statements

6.2.1 Problem Statement One

“Can Spotify’s current challenges connected to innovation be solved by a structured 

framework?“

The current challenges were identified in a four step research process (3.2). This was followed by a consolidation of 

information gathered to identify the state of innovation at Spotify (3.3). Based on the state and the research a 

framework was developed (3.4). The framework was developed based on insights from the research and in theory it 

addresses the biggest challenges. What is yet to find out is if what seems to be correct in theory can translate into 

actual implementation. To summarize, the problem statement was solved in theory and is yet to be tested in practice. 

6.2.2 Problem Statement Two

“Can interviews with other actors in the industry help shape Spotify’s framework 

for innovation?” 

The answer to this statement is yes. Understanding the larger ecosystem of the industry in combination with 

borrowing bits and pieces from what others successfully have tried definitely helped to shape the solutions. In section 

5.2.4 a few improvements of the method used are suggested for future replications.  

6.2.3 Problem Statement Three

“Will the suggested framework be adapted and translated into concrete actions?“

Spotify has taken an active interest in the research in every step of the process. It’s a top priority for the company to 

structure innovation and much of the work done in this thesis will help fuel that initiative. Following this the 

conclusion to be drawn is that the suggested framework have been adopted by senior management but is yet to be 

implemented across different functions. Nothing can therefore be said at the time when this report was written about 

wider adoption. But there are certainly concrete actions formed to scale structured innovation and this framework is a 

big part of it. 

6.3 Consequences for The Target Group

Much of the consequences have been covered in previous section (6.2). As for the teams involved in the research, 

nothing will change in the short term for the majority of the group. A divide and conquer strategy is taken where a few 

teams will test new processes and ways of working to evaluate the pros and cons. Successful approaches will then be 

rolled out to larger groups.

Researchers within the field will probably not be affected by the work since this thesis was targeted and customized to 

Spotify in specific.
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6.4 Future Work

It is said that organizations that are good at innovation seem to be good at combining three factors: a clearly defined 

culture of innovation, a clearly defined processes which allow valuable ideas to be captured and implemented and an 

action-oriented mindset [10]. These three factors are all captured in the suggested framework but take time to 

implement. Recommendations for future work would therefore be to add more time to see the effects of the changes 

implemented.

To summarize everything that has been stated in this report: innovation is about staying relevant through times. 

Therefor it will always be future work needed and that future work will always be of an ever changing nature. 

Innovation is something you’re never done with and that is what makes it so exciting.
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A P P E N D I X  A

Project Plan

PRELIMINARY TITLE

A framework for Innovation in an Industry where Everything is Innovative

OBJECTIVE

Create an adaptive framework that maximizes speed, quality and outcome of innovative efforts at Spotify

EXECUTION AND LIMITATIONS

On a high level the execution includes case analysis of current innovation efforts at Spotify, mapping of existing 

standards used in the software industry and an investigation on how different tools can affect the speed of innovation. 

Non-innovative areas will not be covered internally nor externally. The internal case studies are limited to the time 

period April 2014 to April 2015. The external research is limited to only look at innovation. 

DELIVERABLES

Compiled learnings from case studies (internal and external)

Evaluation and recommendation of tools to use in the innovation process

Creation of a common language and terminology used in the innovation process

A suggested framework to use in future innovation projects based on observations and learnings

LITERATURE LIST 

Reading list

TIMELINE

DECEMBER

• Domain Knowledge

• Read The Lean StartUp & Lean UX

• Read research articles from Innovation Management Course

• Collect current resources available at Spotify

• Identify parameters for comparison between internal projects

• Map out and understand innovative efforts currently going on at Spotify

• Identify & define overall goals with the project

• Write project plan and determine scope

• Sort out administrative documents (Spotify & University)

JANUARY

• Domain Knowledge

• Read The Innovator's Dilemma

• Go through all internal material available about innovation

• Plan visits to companies in San Francisco / Silicon Valley 

• Prepare material & questions for visiting companies in San Francisco

• Deep dive into current innovation projects at Spotify 

• Meet with at least one but preferably a few people from every innovation project 

• Capture visual mapping of projects digitally and collect high level conclusions 

• Travel to San Francisco (1/23)

FEBRUARY

• Summarize findings from investigation of internal innovation projects 

• Study current processes & methods available & used by other companies

• Meet with 15-20 companies about how they work with innovation 

• Keep track of progress of internal innovation projects
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• Fly to Stockholm/New York

MARCH

• Potentially meet with innovation teams in New York

• Potentially meet with X companies in New York

• Keep track of progress of internal innovation projects

• Summarize findings from investigation of external innovation research 

• Consolidate all material collected

• Start explore solutions for final delivery based on findings

• Collect feedback on solutions from key stakeholders

APRIL

• Keep track of progress of internal innovation projects

• Potential collaboration with press on writing an article about how we worked with innovation in connection with 

April release

• Decide on final solution / deliverable and polish it based on feedback

• Prepare presentations and strategy for implementation

• Potentially find a problem area to kick off one/a few pilot projects testing the final outcome
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A P P E N D I X  B

Reading List  

BOOKS

The Lean Startup by Eric Ries 

Lean UX by Jeff Gothelf and Josh Seiden

Innovator’s Dilemma by Clayton M. Christensen

The Design of Everyday Things by Don Norman

Hooked: how to Build Habit-Forming Products - Nir Eyal and Ryan Hoover

SPOTIFY 

Spotify's PO Competency Framework - Resources

Innovation at Spotify 2014

Index list of innovation documents

ARTICLES

On the Definition of Innovation

“Architectural Innovation” 

The Reconfiguration of Existing Product Technologies and the Failure of Established Firms” - Clark & Henderson 

(1990)

“Technological Discontinuities and dominant designs: A cyclical model of technological change” - Andersen & 

Tuschman (1990)

“Customer Power, Strategic Investment and Failure of Leading firms” - Christensen & Bower (1996)

“Finding the right job for your product” - Christensen, Anthony, Bertsell, Nitterhouse (2007)

On Industry Dynamics

“A Dynamic Model of Process and Product Innovation” - Utterback & Abernathy (1974)

“Innovation, competition, and industry structure” - Utterback & Suarez (1991)

On Innovation Management

 “A Dynamic Theory of Organizational Knowledge Creation” - Nonaka (1994)

“Absorptive Capacity: A New Perspective on Learning & Innovation” - Coven & Levinthal (1990)

“Patterns of cooperation during new product development among marketing, operations and R&D” - Olson, Walker 

Jr, Ruekert, Bonner (2001)

“Focusing the Fuzzy Front End in New Product Development” - Kim & Wilemon (2002)

“Perspective: The State Gate, Idea to Launch Process - Update, What’s New and NextGen Systems” - Cooper (2008)

On Innovation Strategy

“Exploration and Exploitation in Organizational Learning” - March (1991)

 “Ambidextrous Organizations: Managing Evolutionary and Revolutionary 

Change.” - Tushman & O’Reilly (1996)

“The Era of Open Innovation” - Chesbrough (2003)

“How Open is Innovation?” - Dahlander & Gann (2008)
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A P P E N D I X  C

Survey Results

What does innovation mean to you?

Questioning established truths, constantly trying to improve by doing things differently.

Combining skills and knowledges from different domains in new ways to create something that has value for 

someone.

Innovation to me means doing things a certain way to better suit a particular need. It means continuous improvement 

and a willingness to throw away something that is broken if it causes more problems than it fixes.

It doesn't directly mean creating something from scratch - that's more of what I would call inventing/invention.

Creating or doing something in a new way and making it seem obvious after the fact.

Innovation means looking forward to identify changes in the world beyond what we are focused on inside the walls of 

our normal thinking. It means freeing yourself from everything you 'know' and what exists today and instead think 

about what 'could be'.

Constant changes and improvements, always looking forward instead of just doing it the way we always have done it 

because it's easier or more comfortable

Thinking outside of the box.

Being bold, willing to learn, which means embracing and leveraging failure, as longs as risks are controlled.

Building bridges between seemingly unrelated domains to transfer learnings and move fast.

The solution of existing problems through new, effective solutions discovered by research and experimentation.

Innovation is doing something that hasn't been done before. Its changing the way we do things to make them better.

Creating new ways of solving problems or introducing new ways of doing things.

Generally, I think there are not many 'new' things created in the world, but that doesn't mean that there's nothing that 

can't be improved.

Rethink how we do things

Give space for people to hack, brainstorm and innovate

Aiming to do more than incremental improvements and changes. Creating new solutions that seem so obvious after 

the fact but were so unobvious before. Focusing on what is the core of creating value or enjoyment for users instead 

of the current mechanisms in place.

An addition, subtraction or change that introduces something new.

This definition can be applied at the domains of product (new feature), technology (new tool) or process (new 

method)

it is to solve a problem in a a NEW way. that has not been done at spotify, nor anywhere else.

tweaking the search, to make it 7 % better is not innovation, that is improving. for me, the word innovation is reserved 

for major breakthroughs, that fundamentally changes the way people think about a concept/problem. (disruptive in 

christensen language)

Having a team that runs ahead of the implementation team, to discover and design an experience, is not necessary a 

innovation team. More like a discovery team (marty cagan language).

Innovation to me means having the courage to test bold new ideas and not being afraid to fail. Steve Jobs once said he 

was as proud of the thousands of ideas Apple decided not to do as he was of those few they did.

Having a freedom to validate ideas.

What does innovation mean at Spotify?

Build stuff, try it.

Innovation at Spotify means bringing in expertise from the entire world to solve problems and make things better at 

Spotify. This doesn't apply just to our product, but even how we work internally. Why do things one way just because 

it's the way that Spotify was known for, if there are better ways out there which will solve the challenges that we 

have?

Being innovative shouldn't necessarily mean that we create a solution or a tool from scratch - but being open to using 

what's out there, but tailoring it after what we want/need.

Spotify is changing the way people consume and distribute music.
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On a project-level basis we assess a problem or need, look at how it is currently being handled, ask ourselves what is 

wrong with this, what are others doing and propose how it should be done instead.

True innovation at Spotify would be about the things above, instead of focusing on what we know or what we have 

done, we can radically change what we do and who we are to meet the changing needs of the world. I think our 

expansion into new content types really embodies this. Many people are afraid of this change and what it will do to 

our companies identity, but I think it will keep us relevant as times change.

Never being satisfied with the way it is, because we know when can make it better, smarter, faster, easier and more 

beautiful. We dare to challenge everything, from Product to Business Support. That I admire.

To me the key to innovation is to stay open minded, and willing to consider options outside the well explored tracks.

We have a great diversity here at Spotify, and having different ppl discuss and exchange ideas is the single best way to 

ease innovation. At least that's my point of view.

I think it's vital to let everyone some space to innovate in one's own domain, both in terms of time and cognitive load. 

Hackweek is a marvellous tool for that.

The only weakness for me is that it's too silo-ed right now: People pair with dudes they know, which tend to have 

similar backgrounds and ideas. We should totally strive for more cross-pollination, for example by having an 

hackweek idea fair, where everybody could meet and discuss ideas, across the org.

Last but not least, trying to center innovation on some ppl/squads/departments is a dangerous idea. I think because of 

it's chaotic nature, innovation should not be "owned" by any group, even the execs. It should remain a decentralised 

process and be the responsibility of every single one of us (and not only in tech).

React to the market. Try hypothesis and ideas hoping some of them will yield success.

Innovation at Spotify means taking risks to improve our current product and offerings to keep up with and/or surpass 

the other big competitors. It is new features, designs, ways to organize. Innovation is necessary to keep growing.

Creating new ways of delivering music and other content to people, connecting people with content creators and each 

other around the content.

Exploring what, how and why we create and do the things we do, thinking about what it is we're missing out on and 

trying fill in the gaps.

Very important to work in a company where there's room for innovation and above input.

Making Bets, hack-days, making bigger changes that are cross-dept, cross-squad, cross-org and multi-org. Not letting 

anything get in the way of creating the user experience, promotional tools or partnerships that make Spotify 

dramatically better. Daring to believe it is possible because it is too good not to do it. Seeing past the hinders toward 

the end goal. Accepting that things change and end goals change, quickly too.

A mentality that emphasizes forward thinking, rational risk taking and leadership in all the things that we do here.

at spotify, we use the word a bit loosley. we use it to describe stuff WE have not done before (but others have). Eg. the 

start page and the cards are not something we invent, it is being used by others, and more and more is becoming a 

way to display data on in a mobile UI (though eg. google). For me this is more IMPROVING the navigation paradigm 

we have, but calling it for innovation is a stretch.

Why is it important to separate it?

Calling improvements for innovation MIGHT have you trick yourself not being BOLD enough. Not to look for those 

really really disruptive/contrarian ideas, that might cause a major shift for spotify.

In some ways innovation at Spotify reflects what this topic means to me but I think we need to improve. Take the 

"immediacy" prototype as an example. This was a great idea that showed promise and was initially tested in radio i 

believe. Then someone (i hear Gustav) dreamed up a start page for Spotify with this feature combined with a new 

mental model (up and down as well as side by side). This is innovation in progress and I believe we are playing with a 

lot of ideas here. This may actually work. But at the same time, my understanding from those involved in the project 

is that it won't work without immediacy. I get concerned that management can get so hell bent on a particular feature 

increasing play day 1 metrics that we lose the common sense / gut feel. We can't be afraid to fail and sometimes I 

worry we don't fail soon enough.

Having a freedom to validate ideas with a focus on entertainment industry and technology behind it.
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